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The Standard Model Zoo 
   SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)   [ g; W, Z; γ] 

Masses come out of interactions in the Standard Model  
and these interactions conserve (or do not conserve…) 

particular symmetries. 

Mass hierarchies (from hep-ph/0603118). The 
heaviest fermion of a given type has unit mass. 

Pattern of the fermion 
masses is not currently 
not understood !!!  
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Invariance properties with respect to the transformations  
have been always important in physics 

1.  translations in 

2.  rotations in 

3. time translations   

invariance                                   conservation 

1.  momentum 

2.  angular momentum 

3. energy   

Gauge symmetry – invariance with 
respect to the transformations in 

 «internal» space 

In the SM this space has structure of U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3) 



Besides continuous symmetries of prime importance in 
high energy physics are discrete transformations 

•  С – charge conjugation 
•  P – space inversion 
•  Т – time reflection 



xi coordinate xi → x'i = -xi 

velocity 

pi momentum 

vi → v'i = -vi 

pi → p'i = -pi 

angular momentum 

si spin 

Li → L'i = Li 

si → s'i = si 

ρ charge density 

ji = ρvi charge current 

electric field 

magnetic field 

ρi → ρ'i = ρ i 

ji → j'i = -ji 

Ei → E'i = -Ei 

Bi → B'i = Bi 

φ scaler 
potential 

Α vector 
potential 

P transformation 



xi coordinate 

velocity 

pi momentum 

angular momentum 

si spin 

xi → x'i = xi 

vi → v'i = vi 

pi → p'i = pi 

Li → L'i = Li 

si → s'i = si 

ρ charge density 

ji = ρvi charge current 

ρi → ρ'i = -ρ i 

ji → j'i = -ji 

e electric charge e → e' = -ei 

C transformation 



+e -e 

C 

E field 

E  -E 

C 

B  -B 

B field 



xi coordinate 

velocity 

pi momentum 

angular momentum 

si spin 

xi → x'i = xi 

vi → v'i = vi 

pi → p'i = pi 

Li → L'i = Li 

si → s'i = si 

ρ charge density 

ji = ρvi charge current 

ρi → ρ'i = -ρ i 

ji → j'i = -ji 

electric field 

magnetic field 

Ei → E'i = -Ei 

Bi → B'i = -Bi 

( φ → φ' = -φ. A → A' = -A ) 

C transformation 
e electric charge e → e' = -ei 



xi coordinate 

velocity 

pi momentum 

angular momentum 

si spin 

ρ charge density 

ji = ρvi charge current 

xi → x'i = xi 

vi → v'i = -vi 

pi → p'i = -pi 

Li → L'i = -Li 

si → s'i = -si 

ρi → ρ'i = ρ i 

ji → j'i = -ji 

T transformation 

t time t → t' = -ti 



+e 

T 

E field 

E  E 

T 

B  -B 

B field 

+e 



xi coordinate 

velocity 

pi momentum 

angular momentum 

si spin 

ρ charge density 

ji = ρvi charge current 

electric field 

magnetic field 

xi → x'i = xi 

vi → v'i = -vi 

pi → p'i = -pi 

Li → L'i = -Li 

si → s'i = -si 

ρi → ρ'i = ρ i 

ji → j'i = -ji 

Ei → E'i = Ei 

Bi → B'i = -Bi 

T transformation 
t time t → t' = -ti 

( φ → φ' = φ. A → A' = -A ) 



The SM strictly conserves CPT. There are no however any  
theoretical reason why C, P and T should be conserved 
separately. 

Often in physics if something can happen – it does happen ! 

In particular, the mass of any particle is strictly equal to the mass of its  
antiparticle (experimentally checked in 1 part to 1018 in K-meson studies). 
The same is true for lifetimes. Magnetic moments of particle and antiparticle 
are opposite in sign  



Weak interactions violate P-parity 

T.D.Lee, C.N.Yang, 1956 C.S.Wu, 1957 

100% C-violation in neutrino sector 



L.D.Landau, 1959: 
hypothesis of 
combined CP-parity 
conservation 

J.Cronin, V.Fitch, 1964: CP-violation 
discovery in neutral K-mesons  
decays. 









In the world of elementary particles: 
(CPLEAR 1999) 

neutral kaon 
decay time distribution 

anti-neutral kaon 
decay time distribution 

CP violation 

≠ 



Interactions of fermions: charge currents 



Interactions of fermions: neutral currents 





























M. Kobayashi, T.Maskawa, 1974: 
theoretical mechanism for 
CP-violation in the SM 

Idea: nontrivial superposition of non-interacting particles  
forms flavor eigenstate that interacts weakly 

In other words: it is impossible to diagonalize simultaneously  
the mass term and charged currents interaction term: 



CKM mechanism in the SM 
to describe Flavour Physics  



CKM matrix can be parameterized by four parameters in many different 
ways. The so called «Wolfenstein parameterization» is based on 
expansion in powers of  



It is convenient to discuss the properties of CKM matrix  
in parameterization-invariant terms. Such invariant are  
absolute values of the matrix elements and «angles» 
between them  

If any of these angles is different from zero, it means that  
there is a complex phase in CKM matrix which cannot be 
rotated away. This violates CP.  

«Jarlskog invariant» 



β 

α 

γ 

 The Unitarity triangle: 

Off-diagonal unitarity conditions can be represented as 
triangles on complex plane. 

All 6 unitarity triangles have 
equal area but only two of  
them are not degenerate. 

B-mesons decays are 
very sensitive to СР ! 



The Unitarity Triangle 
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β: Bd mixing phase 
-βs:  Bs   mixing phase 
γ: weak decay phase 

+ βs 



Search for New Physics 
in Flavour Physics 

(using CP-violation and Rare Decays) 



Examples of diagrams in kaon decays 











   Bd,s oscillations:   box diagram 

   Penguin diagrams: 

  Radiative penguin:  Bs  φγ 

   Electroweak penguin: B  K*µµ 

    Strong penguin:  B ππ, Bsφφ 

b 

q 

u,c,t 

u, c, t 

q 

b 
W+ W− 

Viq
 V*ib

 

Oscillation box 

50 

Examples of B decays mediated by loop diagrams 



Physics of loops 

  Loops can be explored in rare flavour decays 

  Why is it important to study loop processes in 
     general? 



Loop processes contain loop momentum integrals  
and hence can indirectly probe physics at large mass scale 

Example: quantum electrodynamics at small distances or  
in strong fields is sensitive to the electron mass in loops 

a) the potential between static sources deviates from Coloumb  
law at small distances: 

b) the energy stored by the static magnetic field is different  
from its classical value:  

+ 

+ 



Analogously rare B-decays mediated by loop processes 
are sensitive to heavy particles masses and couplings: 
logarithmically for radiative penguins and power-like for 
box diagrams. However the concrete form of functional  
dependence is much more complicated than in considered 
simple examples. 

b 

q 

u,c,t 

u, c, t 

q 

b 
W+ W− 

Viq
 V*ib

 

Oscillation box 
     Diverging diagrams 

     GIM cancellation 

     ~ mq
2   



Loop processes contain sums over all relevant degrees  
of freedom (Lorentz structure of the interaction, symmetries  
related to New particles etc…). 

Example:  neutral kaon oscillations  

Neutral K-mesons made of  d and anti-s quarks oscillate in  
vacuum with the frequency ~ 1010 sec-1 because of the  
following loop process, mediated by “box” diagram: 

s 

d 

u, c, t 

u, c, t 

d 

s 
W+ W− 

Viq
 V*ib

 

Notice that it is the same diagram which describes oscillations 
of B-mesons if we replace s-quark by b-quark!  



Suppose we know nothing about the existence of heavy  
c-  and t-quarks. 

Then naïve estimate of the box diagram with one internal  
u-quark gives for the level splitting          (which is nothing  
but the oscillation frequency) 

while experimental result is                              It seems we  
have a problem… 

Solution: GIM - S.Glashow, J.Iliopoulos, L.Maiani, 1970 
Box diagram with internal c-quark cancels the one with  
u-quark (up to the quarks mass difference): 















Comparison of calculated       with experimentally measured  
          leads to correct prediction for   

This is how it actually happened: GIM mechanism was suggested in 1970,  
while direct experimental discovery of c-quark took place only in 1974! 

Historical remark #2. Original idea about possible fourth quark (c-quark)  
Was suggested by M.Gell-Mann in his original ’1964 paper devoted to the 
quark model with three light quarks (u-,  d-, and s- quarks) on aesthetic  
grounds of symmetry between quarks and leptons. 

Historical remark #1. Perhaps even more spectacular is that the famous 
Kobayashi-Maskawa paper where the quarks of third generation (b- and 
t-quarks) and current paradigm of CP-violation were introduced was  
also published  a few months before c-quark discovery (and about four 
years before b-quark discovery). 

Historical remark #3. The analogous mixing matrix in lepton sector was  
proposed by Z.Maki, M.Nakagawa and S.Sakata in 1962, i.e. well before 
CKM!  


